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R e a g a n to fight ‘W ä M Sitfä U cT
by Terry Moran
“ The taxing purpose of the
federal government must not be
used to regulate the economy or
bring about social change...It
doesn't work.”
Thus President Reagan in his
State of the Union message to
Congress last Wednesday night
asserted the philosophy
underlying his attempt to
create a new order of things in
American government. The
subject of the speech was the
economic peril facing America
which Mr. Reagan perceives;
the focus was the profligate,
oversize federal government.
Simply stated, Mr. Reagan
seeks to “ restore the promise”
of the American economic
system through reducing the
growth in government spen
ding, reforming the myriad
regulations impressed on the
economy over the last decade,
and maintaining a consistent
monetary policy. If he is able to
achieve these goals, he claims

the 30 % personal income taxcut he proposes will stimuate
productivity and encourage in
vestment, leading to a revitaliz-

President Reagan

A z z i s p e a k s Tues.
A Lawrence University
economics professor will ex
amine one of the many aspects
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Mr. Corry Azzi

of the energy crisis in a Phi
Beta Kappa Lecture Tuesday,
Feb. 24.
Corry Azzi, associate pro

fessor of economics, will speak
on “ The Myth of Contrived
Scarcity in the Oil Industry” at
8 p.m. in Main Hall, Room 109.
Azzi was elected to Phi Beta
Kappa when he was a student
at Lawrence and is president of
the Lawrence Phi Beta Kappa
chapter this year.
A zzi
graduated
from
Lawrence in 1965 with a B.A. in
economics. He joined the
Lawrence faculty in the fall of
1970 and received a Ph.D. in
economics from Harvard
University in 1972.
In
1973-1974, he was a visiting
assistant professor at the
University of Massachusetts.
Many of Azzi’s articles have
been published in various
economic journals.

N e w h e a d res. p l a n
Lawrence’s present set-up of the Union, which job could in
7 part-time Head Residents clude “ anything from barten
may be changed by next year to ding to Union programming,”
include 4 full-time and 3 part- said Hyde;
time .positions, according to
—coordinating intra-mural
Associate Dean for Residential sports, and coaching one or two
Life Cathy Hyde.
women’s athletic teams;
Under the current system,
—helping in the Public Rela
each dormitory has a Head
tions Dept., probably editing
Resident (or two) who is some materials for distribution.
classified as a part-time
Hyde explained that the
employee of the University for Union supervisory position was
the purpose of overseeing and phased out several years ago,
advising dorm activities. They but that it “ has been budgetted
receive $3000 plus room and in for years, so the money for it
board and other benefits, and is already there.” The job is still
are expected to supplement being more specifically defined
their income by holding another by the PR Dept.
part-time job, either on or off
She also explained that it
campus.
might be hard to find a person
Under the new plan, however, qualified as both Head Resi
4 persons would be hired full dent and coach to 2 teams, but
time to act as part-time Head said, “ some Lawrence teams
Residents and “ potentially up are
being
coached
by
to half-time” assistants in other students...so our main em
University functions, according phasis is still on finding so
to Ms. Hydfe. They would be meone with Head Resident
paid $6500 plus room and abilities.”
board, and these functions
“ W e will be looking for people
would include:
with a background similar to
—splitting the duties (2 per that of this school,” she added,
sons) of a night supervisor in

ed economy. Mr. Reagan says
his economic package will
create 13 million new jobs in the
private sector, and bring infla
tion under control.
41.4 billion dollars are to be
cut from the 1982 budget. Mr.
David Stockman, Director of
the Office of Management and
Budget, has rather ingeniously
managed to slash the federal
government’s largesse to a vast
number of special interest
groups, in an attempt to create
a spirit of shared sacrifice
among them. Though 216
billion in aid to those who can
demonstrate a “ real need” will
be untouched, Mr. Reagan pro
poses to reduce the rate of in
crease in spending in areas as
diverse as federal support of the
arts and humanities, the Trade
Adjustments Assistance Agen
cy, the Postal Service and the
space program.
In addition to the budget
cuts, Mr. Reagan plans a con
troversial
personal and
business tax cut. The threeyear, 10% per-year personal tax
cut will include unearned as
well as earned income; the in
crease
in
depreciation
allowances to businesses will
follow the “ 3-5-10” plan, which
allows depreciation on vehicles
in three years, machinery in
five years, and buildings in ten
years. Mr. Reagan received en
thusiastic applause when he
stated that his business tax cut
program was designed to make
American business “ com
petitive once again in world
markets.”
In order to reform the com-

continued on page 2
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Zoning, rehab problems
plague small houses
by Hugh Dellios
The administration’s decision
last spring to end the student
occupancy of the small houses
caused a lively controversy on
campus. The student's interest

It was thought that Wilson
House might be rented out as
office space since it has all the
necessary facilities. That move,
however, could be blocked by
city zoning laws which specify

Follow-Up
lacked the power to overcome
the decision and now, except for
wide dissatisfaction within the
student body, the dispute if
over. Some of the houses are
still vacant and the question re
mains as to what the ad
ministration is planning to do
with them.
Raymond House, with a few
repairs, has been taken over by
the offices of campus life,
previously located in Wilson
House. East House, now Meri
dian House, is occupied by a
group treatment home for boys
which is run by Waples House
Corporation.
That leaves Briggs, Cook, the
vacant Wilson, and Sage Cot
tage, some of which are still
unoccupied.
M a rw in
W rolstad,
Lawrence’s financial director,
recently outlined the ad
ministration's plan, stating
that the houses are undergoing
preparations to become rental
units. The houses will be divid
ed into two or three units each
and their occupancy will be
determined through a waiting
list that is open primarily to
faculty and staff and then to
outsiders.

the area as a residential district
except for the buildings used
exclusively by Lawrence. If
relief from the zoning laws
cannot be obtained, Wilson will
undergo the same fate as the
other three houses.
The preparation of the
houses, according to Wrolstad,
will include the usual repairs
and painting. Each unit will
have to be outfitted with suffi
cient bathroom and kitchen
facilities, as well as access to
laundry equipment. A separate
entrance way to each unit is
also necessary before offering it
for rent.
W ro stad
said
that
preparative progress was going
slower than hoped, and at
tributed the problem to a “ shor
tage of hands at the Physical
Plant.” He stated that every
six weeks or so another unit is
completed and ready for ren
ting.
Hence the long controversy
of the small houses is coming to
a close. While it appears that
some may remain vacant for a
time, they will soon serve a pro
fitable function for the universi
ty.

L a w re n c e h as n e w tru ste e
Mary Sensenbrenner, 909 E.
Forst Ave., Neenah, is a new
member of the Lawrence
University Board of Trustees.
Mrs. Sensenbrenner’s elec
tion to a three-year term on
Lawrence’s governing board
was announced today by

NEW

Lawrence President Richard
Warch. Mrs. Sensenbrenner
fills a vacancy created by the
resignation of Edward I. Van
Housen, who had served on the
board of Milwaukee-Downer
College from 1958-64 and on the
Lawrence board from 1964 to

L .U . Trustee Mary Sensenbrenner.

Photo. PR l)ept

last Dec. 31. MilwaukeeDowner College consolidated
with Lawrence in 1964.
Van Housen, the executive
vice president of Marshal & IIsley Bank in Milwaukee, was
elected trustee emeritus.
Mrs. Sensenbrenner has been
active in community affairs in
Neenah. She has been president
of the
Neenah-Menasha
Visiting Nurse Association and
vice president of the NeenahMenasha United Way.
She was elected to the board
of education of the Neenah
Joint School District in 1975
and has chaired the board’s cur
riculum committee. She also
served four years as president
of Elementary Program, Inc., a
private elementary summer
school, and as a trustee of
Chatham Hall. Chatham, Va.
Mrs. Sensenbrenner earned a
bachelor of science degree in
education from Duke Universi
ty and attended graduate
school in public health at New
York University. She is married
to John S. Sensenbrenner, Jr.,
and they have three children,
two in college and one who at
tends Neenah High School.
The board also accepted the
resignation of William H.
Zuehlke, and elected him
trustee emeritus. A former resi
dent of Appleton, Zuehlke now
lives in Arizona. He has served
on the Lawrence board since
1966.
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R e a g a n ’s
d o u b le- w h am m y
President Reagan’s outline for a new America as
presented to the Congress on W ednesday, after emerging
from the welter of amendments it is sure to provoke in the
House and Senate, will affect our generation dramatically.
Most immediately, we will feel the bite of his tax-cutting
plan when we apply for scholarship or loan money in the
fall, because some of it will be missing.
Also missing soon will be as much as half of the fund
ing for the National Endow m ent for the Arts and for the
Humanities. In other words, liberal learning is getting a
double-whammy from the new administration.
A n d so it is that state and community colleges in the
1980s are likely to eliminate m any programs and faculty
for want of government help. Lawrence, with its comfort
able but by no means huge endowment, will not be affected
as much in that sense. But prohibitive tuition costs never
theless will leave a trail of students lost through attrition
and bankruptcy as long as the applause Reagan received
when announcing the spending reductions Wednesday.
Wholesale losses in the quality of scholarship in this
country should not result, but, again, the number of
students matriculating may decline, and eventually that
fact too will tell on the amount of research done. The arts
and humanities especially will feel the pinch, as promising
academicians are channelled into business and the natural
sciences.
Liberal arts schools, then, face not only the double
w h am m y inflicted by Washington supply-siders, but the
consequent two-fold challenge: stay solvent, and
perpetuate liberal learning. A s 18-year-olds opt for job
training at bigger and more technically oriented univer
sities, schools like Lawrence might be forced to change
their image and their approach.
That is the picture, though it is not the sole fault of
Reagan and his camp. Our government is not obliged to
support education, while it is obliged to support the poor
and the aged. The hardest bullet to bite is the one that
pushes through increases in defense spending at the ex
pense of self-advancement opportunities. Does our genera
tion get the double-whammy too?
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Terwilliger responds to clarify article
To the Editor,
Concerning the February
13th article on the front page of
the Lawrentian, entitled ‘'Ter
williger to Leave Art Depart
ment” : Although I will not be .
teaching at Lawrence next
year, I am not ‘‘leaving’' the
department in the sense the
word might imply, such as not
being allowed or choosing not
to stay. A one year replacement
position does not involve the
creation and termination of a
post, but rather fills an already
existing position while the
tenured member of a depart
ment is on leave.
The article, I assume, when
referring to art department,
meant the studio side of the art
department. Carol Lawton will
be teaching art history and
someone, presumably Alice
Case, may also be called upon to
teach art education.
Whether or not the North
Centred Collegiate Accredita
tion Association requires three
fulltime studio faculty for ac
creditation, I do not know,
Emily Nixon resigned prior to
the fall term 1979 just before

beginning the 3rd year of a 3
year contract. Sandra Starck
and I were hired to fill the
vacancy. Our being hired was
the result of great eleventh
hour efforts on the part of Prof.
Thrall and Dean Povolny. Since
the school decided several years
ago not to refill the 3rd studio
position, Prof. Purdo and I have
been the studio faculty this

year.
The retrenched third position
covered the areas of sculpture
and photography. There are
discussions taking place at this
time concerning the future of
fering of these courses via
visiting artists.
Sincerely,
STEVE T E R W IL L IG E R

P h i T a u s to r e b u ild
To the Editor:
Rumors have been circulating
on campus lately to the effect
that the Lawrence chapter of
the Phi Kappa Tau Fraternity
is in serious danger of losing its
charter or being closed due to
low membership levels. These
“ rumors” have very little foun
dation.
To say that the Phi Tau house
is in the best shape that its ever
been in would certainly not be
true, but a core of fine in
dividuals and a revitalization

effort with the cooperation of
their national office shows
great promise for the future.
Men joining the Phi Taus at
this time would not be joining a
dying fraternity. The members
of the Interfraternity Council
hope that loose talk and un
founded speculation do not
hinder a positive rebuilding ef
fort and we ask the rest of the
Lawrence community to join us
in support of Phi Kappa Tau.
T H E IN T E R F R A T E R N IT Y
C O U N C IL

con't from page 1

C h a n g e s in h e a d resident system
but emphasized that the posi
tions are not open only to
Lawrence alumni. “ W e re look
ing for a combination of
Lawrentians and ‘outsiders’,
maybe half and half,” she said.
The problem of remunera
tion has kept the applicant
pool for Head Residents small
in the past, and the University
realizes that at $6500 “ the

salary is not very competitive,”
Hyde said. For that reason per
sons
with
college
undergraduate degrees are be
ing sought, as opposed to those
with Masters degrees hired for
similar positions at other
schools.
The salary for the 3 Head
Residents whose duties will re
main the same as this year will

The following talks will be given by Dr. Nancy Morrison,
Assistant Professor of Astronomy, the University of Toledo!
Dr. Morrison has degrees from Radcliffe College and the
University of Hawaii. She will be on campus for most of Tues
day, 24 February. Appointments to talk with her can be made
by contacting Mr.~ Cook, Department of Physics, Y-85 Ext
6721.
P H Y S IC S S E M I N A R
Tuesday, 24 February 1981 — 11:10 a.m. Youngchild 90.
The Life and Time of a Star
The life history of a star begins with gravitational contrac
tion from an interstellar cloud of dust and gas. At maturity, the
star generates energy by nuclear fusion of hydrogen to helium.
After hydrogen is exhausted in the center of a star, major
changes take place in its structure. For a star with a mass
similar to that of the sun, the later phases include two periods
spent as a red giant and a long senescence as a white dwarf.
This lecture will discuss each of these phases and the reasons
for their occurrence.
SC IE N C E C O L L O Q U I U M
Tuesday, 24 February 1981-4:30 p.m. Youngchild 161
The Big Bang:
What can we Learn by Observation?
Many pieces of evidence-the ages of stars, the speeds of
recession of the galaxies, the uniformity of the cosmic
background radiation, and the masses of galaxies-support the
idea that the universe originated in a point at a definite time in
the past the Big Bang ’) and will expand forever. Is this con
clusion the last word? Future observations may provide
answers.
J H

see a slight increment to $3200
or $3300 if they have some ex
perience, or stay at $3,000 if
they are new to the job.
It has not yet been determin
ed which dorms the full-time
people will occupy. Hyde stated
that the new set-up will be bet
ter defined soon, in time for the
PR Dept, to begin advertising
the new positions in early
March.
con't from p a g e I

Reagan’s
tax cuts
plex of regulations legislated by
successive congresses, Mr.
Reagan will create a Cabinetlevel task force headed by VicePresident Bush which will
rigorously review the existing
regulatory system. There will
be a postponement of all pen
ding regulations, and an ex
ecutive order to coordinate the
regulations already on the
books. “ Waste and fraud’ Mr.
Reagan said, “ is an unrelenting
national scandal, and we are
bound and determined to do
something about it.”
Mr. Reagan hopes the coun
try will unite behind his call for
radical budget-cutting and
share in the effort to restore
America’s economic health.
Despite the Congress's warm
reception of his speech, he faces
a difficult struggle with the
many special-interest groups
that exert influence on legisla
tion. Even if he succeeds in
pushing his package through
intact, he will need good fortune
with international economic
pressures, especially oil prices,
to avoid escalating inflation
after his tax cut. Margaret
Thatcher, though dealing with
a federal sector that is much
more entrenched, has been
unable to solve Great Britain s
economic mess with similar
policies. Perhaps Mr. Reagan
can learn from her mistakes; he
can certainly draw on a broader
base of support.

20 February 1981
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Commentary

Is n e u t r o n b o m b the a n s w e r ?
by David Arnosti
Secretary of State Alexander
Haig Jr. asked European allies
to disregard statements about
enhanced radiation weapons
(the “ neutron bomb” ) made at a
press conference earlier this
month by Defense Secretary
Caspar W einberger. The

missiles. Domestic opposition
to this decision has been a ma
jor headache to the Western
European governments involv
ed, and the spector of a re
juvenated neutron bomb raised
by Secretary Weinberger's in
sensitive remarks has only add
ed fuel to the political fires.

N e w s A n a l y s is
defense secretary had criticized
the Carter Administration for
deferring production and
deployment of the neutron
bomb in 1978, and suggested
that Reagan “ very probably”
wanted the warhead added to
the N A T O arsenal. European
members of N A T O had ex
pressed shock and outrage over
Weinberger’s comments, which
forced General Haig to make it
clear that this “ did not repre
sent an official position” of the
Reagan administration.
After winning a tough strug
gle with his own government
for approval of production and
deployment of the neutron
bomb in West Europe, West
German Chancellor Helmut
Schmidt was embarrassed
when Carter reversed his stand
on the weapon in 1978 and
deferred its production in
definitely. A year later, N A T O
countries agreed to deploy 572
U.S.-built tactical nuclear
missiles by the mid-1980 s to
counter a buildup of Soviet

The neutron bomb is a
nuclear warhead which is
designed to minimize blast
damage, and instead releases
much of its energy in the form
of lethal neutron radiation. The
weapon is small enough to be
fired from artillery pieces as a
shell, and produces an explo
sion of one to two kilotons
(equivalent to 1000 to 2000 tons
of TNT). For comparison, the
bomb dropped on Hiroshima
had a yield of approximately 15
kilotons. Proponents of the
weapon argue that neutron
bombs would be able to stop a
massive Soviet tank attack
across Western Europe, while
minimizing collateral damage
to the surrounding Countryside.
It is estimated that a onekiloton neutron bomb would kill
twice as many tankmen as a
10-kiloton conventional tactical
warhead and affect by blast an
area only one-fifth as large.
Everyone within 200 yards of
the explosion would be killed by

a lethal dose of radiation; vary
ing degrees of incapacitation
would extend to over 1000
yards.
The Soviet bloc has about
20,000 tanks with which to at
tack Western Europe. If spread
along a front, hundreds or even
thousands of neutrom bombs
would be required to disable
them. The radiation from even
these small-yield weapons
would pose a serious threat to
civilian populations. More
seriously, the Soviet Union has
no similar low-yield, accurate
tactical warhead, the military
literature suggests that the
Red Army makes no fine
distinctions between types of
tactical nuclear warfare. Their
tactical nuclear weapons are
relatively powerful and inac
curate, and would cause
massive civilian casualities if
employed in response to the use
of neutron bombs by N A T O .
The cost of enhanced radia
tion weapons is quite high; one
eight-inch E R W artillery shell
costs almost $1,000,000, as
much as 50 advanced anti-tank
missiles or 5,500 conventional
shells. The deployment of the
neutron bomb would lower the
threshold of nuclear war, even
while it deceived people into
believing that nuclear ex
changes could be safely con
trolled. An equal expenditure of
resources in bolstering N A T O ’s
conventional capabilities would
give a more credible, safer
defense.

CONKEY’
HOURS: Mon & Fri. 9-9
Tues. - Thurs. 9-5:30; Sat. 9-5

226 E. C o lleg e Ave.
739-1223

Starting Monday Feb. 23 (8 a.m.)
C o n k e y ’s A n n u a l S a le
—

Savings Up To —

9 0 %
S e le c t T e x t b o o k s

C h ild re n ’ s B o o k s

Pictorials

Cook Books

Fiction

R e c o r d s !!!

R eference B o o k s

A n t i q u e s , etc!

S T U D E N T S : All 2 n d t e r m texts a re b e i n g r e t u r n e d to p u b l i s h e r s

N e w s in B r ie f s

Collected from The New York Times and N P R
In his address to Congress and the nation Wednesday
night, President Reagan set forth a tax and budget cut proposal
which, if enacted, would reduce next year’s increase in the
federal budget by some $41 billion.
Among those programs targeted for cut-backs are federal
aid to education, the Export-Import bank, food stamps, some
Medicaid programs, grants for humanities and the fine arts,
N A S A , and the Postal Service. Among those whose basic func
tions will be left intact are Social Security, Medicare, veteran’s
pensions, school breakfast and lunch programs for the needy,
nutrition programs for the aged, Head Start, and summer youth
jobs programs.
The President stressed the need for more services to be
directed at the state and local level, rather than the federal
level. He also suggested that “ the government should not be us
ed to regulate the economy or to bring about social change,”
and promised to restore the focus of government policies to
“ the proper province of government.”
The one department whose funding increases will be greater
than originally projected is the Defense department. Reagan
claimed that tbe Soviet Union has achieved a numerical
superiority in nuclear delivery systems and this presents a
threat to our security. While he expressed the hope that "our
adversary will come to a reasonable, balanced, and verifiable
agreement” on the question of arms limitation, Reagan said our
security must be guaranteed by a “ realistic and balanced
defense program.” But even defense programs contain waste
which will have to be cut away, he added.
Recent fighting between rival factions in Zimbabwe have
taken over 300 lives. The fighting is part of a fresh round in the
conflict between the followers of Zimbabwe’s President Robert
Mugabe and followers of Joshua Nkomo, who was recently
demoted within Mugabe’s cabinet. In an effort to reduce ten
sions in that part of the country where much of the fighting has
taken place, Mugabe has ordered removed from the area the ar
my faction reported to be fighting on his behalf.
Congress has expressed support for greater aid to El
Salvador. A briefing by Secretary of State Alexander Haig ap
pears to have convinced several key members that the left-wing
forces in El Salvador's civil strife are receiving aid from the
Soviet bloc. With the apparent failure of what the leftists called
their final offensive, the conflict in El Salvator appears to be
settling into a protracted guerilla war. Hopes for a negotiated
solution have reportedly been almost eliminated because of
repeated attacks by right-wing “ death squads" against those
associated with the left.
Australian publishing magnate Rupert Murdoch has taken
control of The Times of London after completing all of the re
quired union agreements. Murdoch has promised not to in
terfere with the editorial standards of The Times, which was to
have gone out of production in March had a buyer not been
found. Part of the union negotiations involved Mr. Murdoch’s
intention to convert The Times’ printing process from “ hot”
type to "cold” type, a transformation that would result in the
loss of some 700 printing jobs. Murdoch has apparently agreed
to delay the switch-over.
General Motors and Ford, faced with poor sales and huge
losses, have announced programs providing the largest rebates
in the history of the auto industry. G M ’s rebates, scheduled to
run through March 19, will range from $500 to $700 and apply
to small and intermediate models. The Ford rebate, scheduled
to continue until March 21, will apply to mid-size and large cars
and will equal roughly ten percent of the auto’s list price, up to
$1,769.
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T a r t u f f e : N o h e a d tr ip
by Maureen Nilligan
Comedy is Tom W e s t ’s
favorite kind of theatre. “ The
easiest way to make people
think is to make them laugh,”
he says. Keeping this in mind,
L .U .’s guest director has been
preparing for next week’s production of Moliere’s Tartuffe.
Tartuffe will be presented in
Stansbury Theatre on February
25-28 at 8:00 p.m.

head trip. Because it isn’t. It
has the most sure-fire comic
devices. Moliere knew first and
foremost how to entertain an
audience. Issues are raised in a
spirit of comedy which by its
very nature is irreverent.”
West believes, in fact, that
the primary purpose of theatre
is to entertain. Tartuffe,
however, goes beyond pure

T A R T U F F E (Frank Babbitt) and Orgon (Joe ZaVisca) in
‘Tartuffe,’ to be presented next weekend. Photo: Brian L ipchik
The humor of Tartuffe, accor
ding to West, “ comes from
Moliere’s perceptions of human
follies,” particularly the follies
of Orgon, the head ’ of the
household. Orgon is taken in by
Tartuffe’s pretense of piety
although it “ is apparent that
there is nothing saintly about
Tartuffe.” W hy is he taken in?
W e st
answers:
“ T h a t ’s
debatable. I think that in order
to assert his sense of worth and
absolute authority over his
family, Orgon subconsciously
needs Tartuffe.”
Tartuffe was written in 1664.
But the fact that a play is a
classic with hidden meaning is
not, for West, enough to make
it worth doing. “ The only
reason we produce a play like
Tartuffe is because these things
haven’t changed. No one has
been able to say these things
any better since Tartuffe.”
The main thing West is try
ing to avoid is the “ image that
Tartuffe is a deep intellectual

entertainment:
Moliere is
holding up a mirror to his own
society that still reflects
today.
If Tartuffe were
nothing but a light comic piece,
‘‘Moliere would not have suffered five years of religious and
personal persecution,
says
West. Moliere was accused by a
small, powerful circle dose to
the king of criticizing religion,
which, West adds, ‘‘couldn’t be
farther from the truth. The play
could have been just as effec
tive using politics or business.
Tartuffe does not judge Chris
tianity itself: ‘‘it has more to do
with the twisting of religion.
The five-year royal ban on
Tartuffe is ‘‘a tribute to
Moliere’s success as a satirist.
The play struck a little too close
to home,’’ West says. Also, the
ban illustrates the great
political power held by the
church at that time. ‘‘In a
way,” West says, ‘‘we re facing
this problem again with the
whole issue of the Moral M a
jority. For example: Is the
question over the Panama
Canal a religious issue? If not,
why should religious groups
enter into the debate?”
Moliere was the court
dramatist to King Louis XIV.
‘‘Moilere hated to grovel, but he
had to in order to keep his
patron,” West says. Thus, in
Tartuffe, the king is the hero
who rescues Orgon in the end.
“ Orgon simply transfers all his
loyalty from Tartuffe to Louis
X IV .
West calls Moliere's resolu
tion “ a kind of double-edged
sword.” The saintly description
of the king echoes Orgon's
earlier descriptions of Tartuffe.
Is Moliere alluding to some
similarities between the king
and Tartuffe? “ Possibly,” says
llffl
UDon ••

(Ü u n n ü t a t iu n s
by Tim Clinch
The Lawrence University
Percussion Ensemble will per
form in Harper Hall on Sunday
afternoon, February 22, at 3:00.
The ensemble, conducted by
Herbert T. Hardt, will present
Perludium and Allegro by Ed
ward Volz; Hungarian Dance
No. 5 by Brahms, transcribed
by
Duesterbee;
W arren
Benson's Streams: Two Pic
tures by James Sutcliffe; and
Cantina Band, by Y\illiams Gib
son.
his faculty recital, entitled
Clarinet and Friends III, at
8:00 Sunday evening in Harper
Hall. The program will open
with Quintet No. 4 by Henk
Badings, performed by the
Lawrence University Faculty
Woodwind Quintet, whose
members are Ernestine Whit
man, flute; Laura Mayhall,
oboe; Dan C. Sparks, clarinet;
Carol Conti-Entin, horn; and
Carl Rath, bassoon. With the
assistance of pianist Mari
Taniguchi, Mr. Sparks will per
form a set of seven transcrip
tions for clarinet and piano,
four of which are his own. After
intermission, he will be joined
by pianist Robert Below and
cellist Carlton McCreery in a
performance of Beethoven’s
Trio in E-flat, Op. 38, for
Clarinet, 'Cello, and Piano. The
program will conclude with
Malcolm Arnold’s Three Shan

ties for Woodwind Quintet, per
formed by the Faculty Quintet.
Steven Richard Clausing, a
bass, will present his senior
recital at 8:00 Monday evening,
February 23, in Harper Hall!
With the assistance of David
Heller, harpsichord, Kathy
Nevala, violin, and Trilla Ray,
'cello, he will perform Georg
Phillip Telemann’s cantata
“ Die H o ffn u n g ist mein
Leben” . He and pianist Laura
Zientek
will
perform
Husarenleider, Op. 117 by
Robert Schumann; Le Bestiaire
by Francis Poulenc; and will
conclude the program with The
Children by Theodore Chanler.
The general student recital,
to be held at 11:10 Tuesday
morning in Harper Hall, will
open with a performance by
pianist Tami Jahn of J.S.
Bach's Partita in B-flat Major.
Baritone Tony Andereck and
pianist Marty Butorac will pre
sent two songs by Duparc; and
Brian Koser, alto saxophone,
and Barb Lee, piano, will per
form the Concert in B-flat by A.
Glazounov and A. Petiot. John
Schmidtke, trumpet, and Tami
Jahn, piano, will follow with the
Concerto by A. Arutunian.
Susan Leitzke, flute, and Marty
Butorac, piano, will perform
Henri Dutilleux’s Sonatine; and
pianist Matthew Fowell will
conclude the program with the
Sonata No. 3 in a minor, Op. 28
by Sergei Prokofief.

^ lllalwavs
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STUDENTS:

Plan early for your end of term/between term
travel. Special rates may beavailable.
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W h o was R o s e b u d , a n y w a y ?
by Jim Cheng

It’s difficult to imagine the
annals of the American cinema
without Citizen Kane, but in
the early months of 1941, the
fate of Orson Welles’s classic
film was in limbo.
It seems that this original
story tracing the rise and fall of

For
For his
his film
film Hohnt
debut, Wullco
Welles

tackled the tasks of directing,
producing, and starring in a
project which he conceived and
co-wrote with H e r m a n J.
Mankiewicz. Citizen Kane con
cerns the life and death of
Charles Foster K ane, the
world’s third richest man,

P H I S P I C T U R E gives away the whole movie
a corrupt newspaper publisher
along with the details of his
love-life too closely resembled
the career of William Randolph
Hearst. Critic Louella Parsons
launched a campaign to halt the
release of the film. Thanks to
her efforts, the
Hearst
newspapers in N ew York and
Los Angeles refused to run
reviews or advertisements for
Citizen Kane. Consequently,
Welles’s masterpiece opened
without the benefit of a nation
wide release. In a sense, then,
this film can be considered a
classic that almost got away.

overlord of factories, mines, a
massive publishing empire, and
occupant of Xanadu, a palatial
estate in Florida.
A s the movie opens, Kane
dies with the word “ Rosebud”
on his lips. In putting together
a d ocum entary on K a n e ,
reporters search for another
angle which would reveal the
true Charles Foster Kane. In an
attempt to find out who
Rosebud may be, a reporter in
terviews people from Kane's
past, among them K ane’s se
cond wife (Dorothy Comingore)
and Jedediah Leland (Joseph

l-___ ’„

‘C a m p u s

Çù k

With
People Like You
THANKS
2 2 3 E . C o lle g e A v e .
A pp leton,
W isc o n sin

Jim Mullins
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Cotten), Kane’s drama critic
and longtime best friend.
Through them, the jigsaw of
Kane’s life is pieced together.
From his humble beginnings
through his heyday as scandalsheet publisher to his ill-fated
attempt to run for governor,
Kane is portrayed as a lonely,
unwanted and feared man who
can buy or produce everything
but love. Kane lacks the capaci
ty to love but expects to receive
love—on his own terms.
The genius of the film lies not
in the plotline but in the fact
that Citizen Kane ushered in
the modern era of film-making.
Welles and ace cameraman
Gregg Toland pioneered the
usage of several new techniques
which are now standard prac
tice. The use of wide-angle
lenses and faster film resulted
in increased depth-of-field
photography. The dramatic ef
fects of a scene were created by
the images within the composi
tion itself rather than by
editing. Welles’s total involve
ment with every aspect of the
film’s creation from pre- to
post- production was, in 1940,
virtually unheard of.
W h o is Rosebud? Y o u ’ll have
to see the movie to find out.
Citizen Kane, perhaps the
purest example of cinematic
genius, will be shown Wednes
day at Youngchild 161 at 7:00
and 9:30. To paraphrase his cur
rent employer, Orson Welles
will indeed make a film before
its time.

Last weekend at the Midwest Regional College Bowl Tour
nament in Chicago, the Lawrence team of Tony Hurtig, Terry
Moran, Kelvin Smith, Julie Thome, and Jim Cornelius took 5th
place in the 10 team competition.
Placing ahead of the L U squad were teams from the Univer
sity of Chicago and UW-Eau Claire, both of whom advance to
the Nationals next month in North Carolina, and Northwestern
and UW-Milwaukee.
The Lawrence team beat 9 other contending squads on cam
pus last November to qualify for the regional play. Next year’s
campus competition will take place in November.

Tonight at 8:00 and tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. performances of
“ fl he Brothers Menaechmi," a Roman comedy, will be given in
the Cloak Theatre. The play is being performed in Latin, but
with liberal use of English punch-lines and various gestures to
make it understandable to all. The public is invited: all shows
are free.

Applications for counselor positions for next year are now
being accepted in the Office of Campus Life. An y student who
will be on campus all 3 terms may apply. Application forms are
available at Raymond House.

Next Thursday night a group of students from Lawrence
and UW-Oshkosh will present a program of dance, music, and
drama in Harper Hall at 8:00 p.m. The entertainment is titled
'A Tribute to Black History Month.’ Tickets are $1.50.
i*
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W E A T H E R brings out the best in students.
Photo: L eslie Schwurt*

Record review

It’ s Sure Nice
Doing Business

The Lawrentian

T h e s o u n d of L .A .: h o h u m
There are two new live
albums by popular L .A . rock
bands. Stated simply, Fleet
wood M ac Live is mediocre, and
The Eagles Live is bo-o-o-ring!
Let’s look at ‘the Big M a c ’
first. They used to be a helluva
good British blues band. Then
personnel changed and they
became a good British pop
group. In 1975 Stevie Nicks
and Lindsey Buckingham, two
destitute L .A . musicians with
pretty faces and, in the case of
Buckingham, marvelous facial
hair, joined up and turned the
band into a highly marketable
L.A . pop group. They sold five
million copies of Fleetwood
Mac, an lp which included huge

hits like “ Rhiannon” and “Over
M y Head.” They topped this
with the 12 million plus -selling
Rumours with the a.m. stan
dards “ Go Your O w n W a y ,”

L

Fleetwood Mar

Live

and “ Dreams” . Tusk, an en
thusiastic record set aimed at
breaking away from middle of
the road bliss, was mildly in
teresting, but failed.
N ow w e ’ve got the live
album, chock full of big hits and
other material. Unfortunately,
it’s the same old story with only
a few highlights. Am ong these
highlights, which amount to lit
tle more than excursions away
from the drone of the a.m. radio
sound, are “ D o n ’t Let Me
Down
A g a in ” ,
an
old
Buckingham-Nicks tune, and
“ Second Hand N ew s” in a raveup version of the Rumours
song.
Other than these short-lived
respites Fleetwood Mac Live is
not much more than a wonder
ful collection of songs to do
laundry by, or songs to count
the black dots in the ceiling
tiles by. H o H um .
The Eagles Live is even
worse. I^ast year they gave us
Long Run at least was unintentruly depressing it is to be rich
and famous in L.A., snorting
expensive drugs with people
who only pretend to like you.
Lond Run at least was uninten
tionally funny. Live is plain
sad.
It is nice that the Eagles can
play each of their old songs note
for note exactly as on their
original versions. Nice, yes; In
teresting,
no.
O n ly
“ Desperado” , a moving folksy
song from an early lp, affords
any relief from this mundane
assortment of pathetic pop.
All in all, one gets the impres
sion after listening to these
albums that the Los Angeles
sound has only regressed since
the Byrds and the Doors. Fleet
wood Mac provides a few ex
citing moments. The Eagles
provide fewer. If you want to
hear T H E California sound buy
L .A . W o m an by the Doors, or
The Byrds’ Greatest Hits.
D o n ’t waste the thirteen bucks
or your time on the new Fleet
wood Mac or the new Eagles.
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Player of tlje W e e k
This week's Flayer of the
W e e k A w a r d goes to
senior distance runner
John Blaser. ‘The Blaze,'
who was captain of the XC team this fall, and is in
his 4th year as track team
member, finally won a
race. H e took the 2-mile
event against St. Nobert
last weekend. If patience
and determination were
gasoline, Blaze would
have enough to drive to
Blenker and back. Kudos,
John.

Photo: Brian Lipchik
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D o e s p o t harm y o u r bo d y?
by Erich Heinreich
Unfortunately, books written
about the harmful effects of
marijuana usually only list
research which supports that
view. The U.S. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare
annually publishes an overview
of all research on marijuana
done in the past year. The
H E W reports, besides being
boring, always reach the same
conclusion - we need more
research.
I will list some of the more
valid and interesting results
that I have come across.
Heath (Jones, 1977) found
chronic brain wave changes in
deep brain structures in
m onkeys which “ sm o k ed ’’
twice a week (a total of seven
joints -3 % T H C . “ Columbian’’
marijuana has 4 % T H C ). These
monkeys “ smoked” twice a
week for three months. W hat is
really scary is that these brain
wave changes were present
after
eight
m onths
of
abstinence. The H E W report
(1980) says that the implica
tions of these changes on
human or animal behavior are
unknown.
Marijuana appears to affect
the reproduction system in a
number of ways. In males,
heavy use (8-20 joints per day)
results in decreases in sperm

a
F .Ü

count, and an increase in abnor
mal sperm. In females, use
three times a week w as
associated with a greater fre
quency of abnormal menstrual
cycles.
According to the H E W

reports (1980), marijuana does
not cause clinically significant
chromosome damage.
The research listed here is all
overly summarized. Please call
me if you want to read about a
specific study.

QUOTE OF THE WEEK
Vice-President M arwin Wrolstad, as quoted in
The Post-Crescent on W ednesday, discussing outdoor
security on campus: “ You can have too much lighting,
which creates pockets of darkness. W'e're trying to find
a balance.”

0
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F en cers fight “ d u a l” in C h ic a g o
by Cyrano D. Bergerac
Last Saturday coaches Russ
“Jokes” Johnson and Mary
Poulson accompanied the elite
portion of the Lawrence Fenc
ing Club to the University of
Chicago-Circle Campus for a
dual meet against U IC C and
UW-Parkside.
Having only two men and
two women, both foil teams
were short a person. Captain
Kevin "F lash” Cross and
Ishmail “ Lefty” Sahali fenced
extra bouts to make up for the

Applications Taken
Applications are now being ac
cepted at Raymond House for the
counselor selection committee.
Please submit also a brief state
ment of why you wish to be on the
committee. Persons thinking of be
ing counselors next year need not
apply.
New Zoo Revue
H E Y K ID S ! IT ’S T H E N E W
Z O O R E V U E and sure to be the
best ever. This awesome display of
talent (or lack thereof) will occur
Tuesday night February 24 in the
Coffeehouse from 8:30-11:30 p.m. A
fifty cent donation will be asked
with all proceeds going toward
Z O O D A Y . Do n ’t go out and go
Borneo on Tuesday, come to the

D A D D Y —I bet there's no letter
in the mail, but I shall say hello to
you here. I am very fine, studying
hard and learning something.

___________________________ —M eß
v +4, y + 4 , y + 4 , y + 4 , y + 4
V E N I , vidi, vici, and then I left
IT IS T H O U G H T by some that
the personals should be renamed
“ secret sillies” .
_____
O H M I L D R E D , we sure are get
ting quite stuffy in our old age.
Think Spring, dearie.
A gn es»
K A R Y L GOLDEN: Your Big SÜ
is watching you and would like to
welcome you to the family.

Theta love Big Sis
D E A R S A M B A S S E T T : D<> Ron
nie and "The Boss’’ really belong
on the same shelf? How can 1 say
this in French without blinking? Or
being gallant?
Love,

_____ I hr Magic Hat

GLORIA Thanks for making
Chuckie such a happy boy last
weekend.
There once was a girl with a swoon
Who loved to look at the moon.
Her heart flew like a kite
When she saw it was bright
You can bet that she called him up
soon!!!

missing third man and came
away with a 3-6 loss against
U ICC and a narrow 4-5 loss
against Parkside.

Highlights included Salahi’s
narrow defeat (4-5) against a
Parkside opponent after being
down 1-4, and Cross’s come
from behind victory against
Parkside s captain after being
down 1-4.
The women’s team of Melinda
Day and Mary Kirk also show
ed their presence, but without a
third woman were forced to

N K W Z O O R K V U F at 8:30 in the
Coffeehouse. We're Golden!
Spring Term Course Changes
Students who plan to add Spring
Term courses or make Spring Term
course changes are encouraged to
make the changes prior to the last
week of classes, March 9. The last
week of classes and final exam
week is an extremely busy period
for the faculty as well as students.
Students attempting to make Spr
ing Term course changes during
this period may find it difficult or
impossible to meet with faculty ad
visors.

COFFEEHOUSE!!!
This Sunday night, starting at

such super friends!!!

—A ris
P.S. D on't plan on seeing any more
acrobatics on Union Hill . . . you'll
m ake the river y et, Mr. M iller1"

forfeit one bout to U IC C and a
narrow 4-5 loss against
Parkside. Highlighting the
w om en’s performance was
Day’s undefeated sweep of the
Parkside women’s team.
Personal records for the day
were: Day (5-2), Cross (5-4),
Sahali (2-7), and Kirk (1-6). This
Saturday the group hopes to
field a full men’s team in their
meet against U IC C , UWParkside, U of Detroit, and
Case Western held at Kenosha.

9:30, the “ Sometime Something''
will be performing Dixieland Jazz
in the Coffeehouse. Stop down for a
few tunes or a few hours.
Jazz Up Your Life
The Army Jazz Band is not just a
band, it's an adventure. And, it's
coming to Lawrence on Thursday,
February 26, for Entertainment a
la Carte at 12:15 in Riverview.
C L A S SIF IE D
Do any women in Sage want
singles in Plantz? Two second floor
Plantz women (with singles) would
like to trade for singles in Sage 3rd
Term. Inquire on your own or with
a friend at extension 6849, and ask
for Jenny.

S p o rts
Vikettes: Victory at last
by Puck
The Vikes faced two tough
away games last week, at
Marion College and Lakeland
College. With one success and
one defeat, L U now holds an 8-7
season record.
O n Friday the 13th the Viket
tes, though disgruntled due to
missing Happy Hour, bopped
out to Fond du Lac in their
“ Disco V a n ” armed with box
lunches to attempt to knot their
record against Marion College.
Marion beat the L U team han
dily on their own court a few
weeks ago 61-46. But the Vikes
knew they had nothing to lose
and played a whale of a game.
The Vikes were only down by
10 points at the half and came
back in the second half to add
an additional 44 points. The
top-ranked Marion team claim
ed an 84-72 victory, but the
Pulverizers hit a new game high
and played admirably enough
to earn a Ponderosa stop.
Teresa led the Vikes in scoring
with 20 points followed by

Robin and Carol with 14 and 16
points respectively.
The
V ik e tte s met the
Lakeland Muskies on Tuesday
and sought revenge after a 3
point loss in their previous tilt.
The women desperately wanted
to break their 4-game losing
streak and bounced onto the
Sheboygan (hey) court full of
enthusiasm. The Vixen-7 pulled
together to crank out a 65-44
win, holding their opponents to
only 18 points at the half.
Poulson s team used an effec
tive man-to-man defense to
throw off Lakeland’s “ offensive
machine” , and some dead eye
shooting by Deb, Robin, Carol
and Teresa along with outstan
ding fast breaking by Denise
clinched the eighth win.
The last home game of the
1981 season is on Saturday
against Edgewood College. The
V-7 beat the Madisonians in
November and encourages fans
to attend Saturday’s game at
4:00 to cheer them on to an ex
citing and successful finale.

a body position, as on a couch. Syn.
Craig M cKenzie. —Noah W ebster

D E A R M R . M I L L E R : Keep us
posted on your little bits of trivia they're wonderful!? Heaven knows
More E V I D E N C E is on its way - you've made one girl next couple
just thought I'd warn you -bribes
weeks more laughable. Someday (if
will be accepted . . . You “ kids" at
you're good) we’ll tell you the whole
Plantz better start shaking in your
story. Confused? Thats okay •
pant 1 1 <><)’ .*'!!???!
what's a proteinase ? ______
R A J . (!), Troupie, the chick with
OH...girl...and woman: Keeping
the " G O ” door, and my "Plantz
in mind all that we've learned this
two who are you?” foursome -have
week...Let's become electronic
a great time tomorrow night!!!
wizzes! *
—aponderous p e rso n !?
_____
—a fellow G reek
T O T H E 3rd floor S W A T ,
O H —S H E L : I remember where
team: Thanks a lot! Good try, but it
your thighs went . . . they're being
wasn't as great as my thighs! P.S.
enlarged so that someone will have
No more closet tricks, O.K.?
a souvenir from the sure-to-be-anM is s M A C G E B Best of hick
argument weekend that’s coming
on LSATs. Hope to cross paths a
up!T?!t
little more often.
—The Ed.
CSC: We're glad to hear that the
drugs are great. How is it out there
on your own? W e threw Purdo
against the wall and he stuck. W e
miss the 7:30 drinking club . . .

'the

ca sb a h

225 E. College Ave., Appleton

c a fe

733 -8 700

Chile & Soups, Salads, Sandwiches,
Quiche Pastries, & Ice Cream
Visit us for a free cup of co ffee
and enjoy the relaxing atm osphere.
Just bring this ad along with you.

ANN OU NCING FOR

Lore, P Q a n d B e th y

LAWRENCE UNIVERSITY

L A I D B A C K : adj. 1. to be so un
concerned as to not care, verb 2.
the act of being so unconcerned. 3.

The swoon patrol
T A R A , Can't wait till the adop
tion is final! Have a good weekend
and I 'll see you soon. Pi Phi Love,
___________
Y our Big Sis
" D U S T Y loves Knglish roses."
T U E S . A F T E R N O O N Club
Members:
Roses are red,
Violets are blue.
What would life be like
Without Jim's Place and vou!

________

Dolly

C. POTATOEHEAD Let's just

Schlitz D r a u g h t P r o d u c t s

B E A F A C E in the crowd. Support L .U . Hockey this week

end at Beloit.

Single Barrels or Quantity

Photo: M atth ew B rady

C a s e B e e r A v a ila b le

say it's for "Relational Novelty'
Happy 1 Month, already?

O.K.?

M A G G I E —So, who have you got
"shakin' in his pants" now? Will
you be able to pick him up on time
if you're planting bugs in his room?
W ho don't you take your own ad
vice and remember, "I'd rather be a
chicken than a dead duck!" W e ’ve
got the evidence, Woman <ti M innie
H A S ANYONE sasn Shelly«’
thighs? I seem to have misplaced a
valuable piece of E V ID E N C E !!!
— the third floor flasheri'J)

TO

A L L THE GIRLS O N
T H IR D
F L O O R ...Y o u 'r e the
greatest! W e really do have the
best floor . . . but B E W A R E of the
crazed flasher!!! (You know what
I m talking about!)

8ERIOU8LY. Wom an and Girl
I): Last w ee k en d was the
greatest — I'll never forget it!
Thanks for listening, and for being

(In Quantity)
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H o o p s t e r s face
The Lawrence University
Vikings will get their second
chance this weekend to do what
only one team has been able to
do this season: beat Beloit in a
men’s college basketball game.
The Vikings and Buccaneers
tangle in the Beloit Field House
Saturday at 7:30 p.m.
Lawrence carries an 8-13
overall record (2-9 in conf.) in
the game with Beloit, which is
riding an 11-game win streak.
The N C A A Division III topranked Bucs own a 20-1 mark
on the season, losing only to
Oklahoma Christian in early
January.
The Vikings gave the Bucs all
they could handle for 20
minutes in the first meeting
between the two Midwest Con
ference eastern division rivals
back on January 31. Lawrence
turned in a stellar defensive
first half and trailed only 35-31
at intermission. But a torrid
second-half shooting display by
the Bucs broke the game open
as they went on to win 75-54.
Beloit’s Mark Smith collared
24 points in that game to lead
all scorers, while Ray Smith
and Chris McLean tossed in 11
apiece to pace Lawrence.
The loss to Beloit was the

#1

start of the Vikes’ longest los
ing streak of the season.
Lawrence has dropped six in a
row since then, including one in
double overtime.
The Vikings have played
good basketball, but injuries
and illnesses have constantly
interrupted their search for con
sistency.
During the six-game skid, the
Vikes have been without the
services of at least two starters
in each of those games. Even
with the juggled lineup, the
Vikes have lost only the Beloit
game by more than eight
points. t
Ray Smith and Dan Busiel
became the latest additions to
the Vikings growing list of
walking wounded. Smith miss
ed last weekend’s games with a

B e lo it
bout with the flu, while Busiel
sat out the last home game with
a broken nose.
Busiel returned to the lineup
on the weekend road trip and
turned in two of his strongest
performances of the season.
The 6-5 potential all-conference
freshman forward banged in 20
of 29 shots en route to a 45
point weekend. He raised his
team-leading scoring and re
bounding averages to 16.4 and
7.3, respectively.
With the exception of Jim
Piotrowski, who is still hobbled
by sore knees, the Vikes appear
to be relatively healthy for
Beloit. Following Saturday’s
game, Lawrence closes out its
season next Tuesday night in
Lake Forest.

R A Y S M I T H lays it up
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T r a c k m e n lose p l o d d i n g l y
by Johnny Quest
Just as the lead runners in
the 4-lap relay were about to
position themselves in their
blocks, the track coach from St.
Norbert walked over to the
starter. “ Uh, Ed,” he sug
gested, “ maybe you ought to
say a word or two.” The starter
paused, trying to think of
something succinct and to the
point. H e turned to the
sprinters. “ The race,” he an
nounced, “ begins and ends
here.”
The time was about 11:20
a.m., the place was Green Bay,
and the event was an indoor
track meet between Lawrence
and St. Norbert.
While nothing is more stir
ring or exciting than a dramatic
track meet, there is nothing
worse than a boring one. This
meet was, well, boring, and put
most of the spectators at
Shuldes Sport Center asleep
quickly and painlessly. Had
state track dynasty UWStevens Point shown up as ex
pected, the meet would have
been far from dull. Without
Point, however, finishing times
were rather ho-hum. Also
hindering times was Norbert’s
undersized, sharp-cornered, 160
yd. track. (For all you non
running Philistines, most good
indoor tracks are 220 yds.)
Despite such problems, the
track team, led by a strong
freshmen contingent, showed
early season potential. In the
field events, Dave Bolgrien, a
freshman, and “ Hulk" Van
Berkel, a junior, went 1-2 in the

shot: frosh Shawn Mclntire
popped out 20’8 Vi” to win the
long jump; and frosh Robin
Beauchamp went 11 ’6 ” to win
the pole vault.
On the track, Senior John
Blaser won the 2-mile, and
freshman Joe Como kicked by
Tom Fameree of Norbert to
take the 600 yd. dash in 1:18.9.
In the mile, Joe Ahmed came
from behind on the penultimate
lap to take 2nd by a scant .6
sec. Never one to neglect that
crucial edge in close competi
tion, “ Jomama” later admitted
to owing the strong finish to a
100 mg. tab of bee pollen.
Senior D a v e
Wille and
freshman Boyd Miller took 2nd
and 3rd in the 60 yd. dash,
while Miller came back to take
second in the 300 yd. dash.
Also competing for Lawrence

were freshmen Matt Peterson,
Tevis Sims, Mark Luedeman,
Todd W e x m a n , and Paul
Loomis, sophomore Mark Lisy
and junior Joel Alnes.
Despite such efforts, L U lost
the meet 75 to 51. In all fairness
though, it should be noted that
the team chase was greatly af
fected by the absence of certain
key members. Conference shotput champion Ken Urbanski is
in London. Distance runner
Kent Allen is resting sore knees
(Well, playing broomball seem
ed like a good idea at the time)
and sprinter Scott Reppert is
out with a cold.
This Saturday Lawrence
travels to Oshkosh for the
Titan Open, one of the bigger
indoor meets in the state.
Events start at 10:30.
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M a tm en vie f o r title
A powerful field will be on the defending conference chamhand this Saturday at Alex- pj0 n, and by Lawrence's
ander Gym for the 15th annual freshman standout, Pat Grogan.
Lawrence Invitational wrestl- winner of two tournament
ing tournament. Nine teams, in- titles this year, Grogan brings a
eluding Midwest Conference team-leading 12-1 record into
wrestling powers Coe and Cor- Saturday’s competition,
nell colleges, will be out to claim
Other outstanding wrestlers
this year s team title. Wrestling entered include Northland's
action begins at 8:30 p.m.
u g pound Tom Allen, the
For the Vikings, the invita- “ outstanding wrestler" in last
tional will be their final and Week's Ripon tournament with
toughest test before next a three-pin performance, in
weekend s conference tourna- eluding one in 14 seconds in the
ment. In addition to Coe and finals; Scott Taylor of Cornell,
Cornell, others entered include the defending conference chamRipon, Carroll, Carthage, Nor- pjon at u g . an(j
Rebora,
thwestern, Olive-Harvey of ajs0 for Cornell, who has won
Chicago and Northland col- two major tournament titles
leges.
this year at 177.
Coe is the defending champ Keith Timmel (158) and Dave
and should receive its stiffest Jaworski (167) of Ripon and
competition for this year’s title Larry Atwater (167) and Dave
from Cornell, the defending con- Fellinger (118) of Coe are the
ference champion. Between the other returning champions,
two Iowa schools, they claimed
in addition to Beals and
eight of the 10 individual cham- Grogan, top contenders for the
pionships at last years con- V ikings
include
Brian
ference tournament. Earlier Smigelski (8-1) at 167 and Tom
this year, Cornell was ranked Brucker at 177. Brucker is com16th in the N C A A division III jng back from a knee injury
wrestling poll.
that has sidelined him the past
Six champions of a year ago three weeks,
will be back trying for their se- The Vikings close out their
cond straight invitational title, regular season next weekend at
although several will be wrestl- Cornell in the conference tour
ing at different weight classes, nament. Coach Steve Neuman
Jack Beals, the 167-pound said Saturday’s effort should be
champion last year, is the only a fair preview of how the Vikes
returning champion for the Vik will do in conference.
ings. Beals, who carries a 9-1
“ I think if we can do well this
record into the tournament, is Saturday, maybe have a chamcompeting at 158 pounds this pion or two, then we could raise
season.
some eyebrows at the conI he tournament s best action ference tournament." Neuman
could occur in the unlimited said. "With Cornell, Coe and
class, where a wealth of talent Ripon all coming in here, we
is assembled. Larry Schroeder should get a good idea how we
of Coe. the defending champion, stand against the best in our
will be hard pressed by 295 league
pound Gary Shover of Cornell,
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SE8TAUBANT
Take a Break
From Downer

“Q U A L IT Y ”
ServingThis Area Since 1958

2 Blocks from Campus
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211 North Appleton Street
Appleton, Wisconsin 54911
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Need Assistance
On Planning A
Campus Party?

734- 4567
Call Ahead For:
Take Out Service or
Free Delivery “ Hot To Your Door”

B a e r ’s B e v e r a g e Inc.
Contact Campus Rep.: Chuck Keller x6852

HOURS:
Sunday*Thursday 5:00*12:00am
Friday*Saturday 5:00-1:00am
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